Horizontal gene transfer and gene conversion drive evolution of modular polyketide synthases.
Soil bacteria live in a very competitive environment and produce many secondary metabolites; there appears to be strong selective pressure for evolution of new compounds. Secondary metabolites are the most important source of chemical structures for the pharmaceutical industry and an understanding of the evolutionary process should help in finding novel chemical entities. Modular polyketide synthases are a particularly interesting case for evolutionary studies, because much of the chemical structure can be predicted from DNA sequence. Previous evolutionary studies have concentrated on individual modules or domains and were not able to study the evolution of orthologues. This study overcame this problem by considering complete clusters as "organisms", so that orthologous modules and domains could be identified and used to characterise evolutionary pathways. Seventeen modular polyketide synthase clusters were identified that fell into six classes. Gene conversion within clusters was very common (affecting about 15 % of domains) and was detected by discordance in phylogenetic trees. An evolutionary model is proposed in which a single cross over between two different clusters (i.e. horizontal gene transfer) would generate a cluster of very different architecture with radically different chemical products; subsequent gene conversion and deletions would explore chemical variants. Two probable examples of such recombination were found. This model suggests strategies for detecting horizontal gene transfer in cluster evolution.